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Abstract

Hard or large-scale constraint satisfaction and optimization problems, occur
widely in arti cial intelligence and operations research. These problems are
often dicult to solve with global search methods, but many of them can be
eciently solved by local search methods. Evolutionary algorithms are local
search methods which have considerable success in tackling dicult, or illde ned optimization problems. In contrast they have not been so successful
in tackling constraint satisfaction problems. Other local search methods, in
particular GENET and EGENET are designed speci cally for constraint satisfaction problems, and have demonstrated remarkable success in solving hard
examples of these problems. In this paper we examine how we can transfer the
mechanisms that were so successful in (E)GENET to evolutionary algorithms, in
order to tackle constraint satisfaction algorithms eciently. An empirical comparison of our evolutionary algorithm improved by mechanisms from EGENET
and shows how it can markedly improve on the eciency of EGENET in solving
certain hard instances of constraint satisfaction problems.

1 Introduction
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) (see e.g. [19, 11]) can be speci ed as a
triple hZ; D; C i involving a nite set Z = fX1; : : : ; Xn g of variables, a function
D which maps each variable Xi 2 Z to a nite set (domain) Di of possible
values, and a nite set C = fc1 ; : : : ; cm g of constraints de ned on these variables. CSPs naturally occur in many important industrial applications, such as
planning, scheduling and resource allocation. A binary CSP is a CSP where
each constraint involves at most two variables. Given a CSP, we try to nd a
solution, if one exists, by assigning values, from their associated domains, to all
the variables so that no constraint in C is violated.
CSPs are, in general, NP-complete. Thus a general algorithm designed to
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solve this class of problems may require exponential time in the worst case. In
practice, there are two main approaches to solve CSPs. Global search methods
involve some form of backtracking search that systematically explores the entire
search space. Therefore they ensure that a solution will be found if one exists.
However they can be slow on solving certain large-scale or hard instances of
CSPs [9, 14, 19].
On the other hand, local search methods, such as arti cial neural networks,
evolutionary algorithms and simulated annealing, begin from a valuation and
make local improvements by reassigning values to variables until a good solution
is found. Local search methods sacri ce completeness, that is they may not be
able to nd a solution to a CSP even when one exists. However, local search
methods based on ideas such as the min-con ict heuristic have recently been
shown to be more ecient than the global search methods on solving some
large-scale or hard instances of real-life CSPs [7, 14, 1].
The min-con ict heuristic [14] forms the basis for many global and local
search methods. The idea behind the min-con ict heuristic is to consider modifying only a single variable at a time, and to assign a value to that variable
which is locally minimum in terms of constraint violations. When there are
several local minima (ties) in terms of constraint violations, a value will randomly be selected among these ties. Thus, the min-con ict heuristic performs
the steepest-descent step after considering every possible value in the domain
of the selected variable. The min-con ict step is repeatedly applied for all variables in turn. The min-con ict heuristic has been used in a number of successful
local search methods, for example [14] shows that it can solve the million-queens
problem in minutes.
GENET [3] is a min-con ict based arti cial neural network for solving binary
CSPs. It has had remarkable success in solving certain hard CSPs such as hard
graph coloring problems. Lee et. al. [9] extended GENET to EGENET which
incorporates a generic constraint representation scheme for handling general
CSPs. EGENET has also been successfully applied to solve general CSPs such
as car-sequencing problems and cryptarithmetic problems in an ecient manner. Both GENET and EGENET combine a min-con ict based state update
rule with a heuristic learning rule. Initially, a complete and random variable assignment is generated. Then, the network executes a convergence procedure as
follows. Each variable is asynchronously updated by the min-con ict heuristic
in each convergence cycle. When there is no change in any value assigned to
the variables, the network is trapped in a local minima. If the local minimum
does not represent a solution, a heuristic learning rule, is applied to help the
network escape from these local minima. The network convergence procedure
iterates until a solution is found or a predetermined resource limit is exceeded.
Evolutionary algorithms are examples of local search methods designed principally for tackling optimization problems. They consider a population of candidate solutions, and by ranking these with a tness function (the function
to optimize), generate a population of o spring from the tter individuals. As
generations proceed the population moves toward better solutions. A constraint
satisfaction problem can be considered as an optimization problem, by de ning
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the tness function in terms of the number of constraints violated by a valuation. However evolutionary algorithms typically perform poorly on constraint
satisfaction problems unless they are specialised for this class.
Naively applying evolutionary algorithm approaches to CSPs using the above
formulation is not ecient. When evolutionary algorithms are applied to solve
CSPs with a large number of variables (say > 500), the total computational cost
for checking violation of constraints for each candidate solution x in the population can be very large. This computational cost can be minimized by focusing
the search only on a reasonably small population of chromosomes without much
impact on the search eciency. This is the idea behind micro-genetic algorithms,
the subclass of evolutionary algorithms based on a small population size (usually
< 20). Micro-genetic algorithms can nd solutions with fewer iterations than
evolutionary algorithms with larger population sizes for some problems [10, 6].
To further improve the search eciency of micro-genetic algorithms in solving CSPs, researchers have tried adding di erent heuristics in the evolutionary
computation. For instance, Rojas [13] used a heuristic to de ne the importance
of a constraint in a constraint network on which the tness function is based.
With this more detailed tness function she was able to improve an evolutionary algorithm in solving a set of randomly generated 3-colouring graphs. On
the other hand, Dozier et al. [6] proposed an interesting heuristic inheritance
mechanism for their micro-genetic algorithm for tackling binary CSPs. The
mechanism tries to minimize the number of constraint violations by continuously mutating only a single selected variable, or moving to mutate another
variable. Further, they extended this micro-genetic algorithm with the integration of the Iterative Descent Method [12], which modi es the tness function
to consider not only the number of constraint violations but to also penalise
revisiting inconsistent pairs of values (nogoods) found at previous local minima
during the search.
Even integrated with these useful heuristics, most micro-genetic algorithms,
like the conventional evolutionary algorithms, still depend heavily on the selection criteria of the evaluation function to guide the parallel local searches
towards the global optimum of the tness function, which in this case represents a solution to the CSP. On solving some moderately or highly constrained
real-life CSPs, this approach can be slowed down due to the small-sized population of candidate solutions in the micro-genetic algorithm.1
In this paper we consider how to improve a micro-genetic algorithm in order
to solve CSPs eciently. Given that (E)GENET has been so successful in
solving CSPs it seems attractive to integrate the min-con ict heuristic into the
evolutionary algorithm in order to improve its search performance.
Because the min-con ict heuristic descends so quickly, it can easily be trapped
in local minima. (E)GENET incorporates a heuristic learning rule to escape
from local mimima. Our micro-genetic algorithm incorporating the min-con ict
heuristic is also liable to be trapped in local minima. Thus we propose two dif1 Because of the small population size, the selection pressure exerted by the tness function
is small. In the other words, the mating pool becomes less competitive with a small population
size. Therefore, the evolutionary search tends to be localized in some sense.
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ferent heuristic operators either to avoid or escape from these local minima. The
rst, population-based learning, is a generalization of the (E)GENET learning
rule. The second, look-forward, in e ect explores a broader local neighbourhood
in order to avoid falling in local minima. To evaluate their performance, we built
prototypes for these di erent proposals and compared them with EGENET on
a number of CSPs. Our preliminary experimental results show that these heuristics are particularly useful in solving some hard instances of CSPs.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we brie y introduce
evolutionary algorithms and the local search algorithm EGENET. Section 3
explores di erent uses of heuristics in micro-genetic algorithms to solve CSPs
eciently. We examine di erent possible mutation operators, the most successful genetic operator in solving CSPs, and then de ne the pivot gene concept
of Dozier et al. Then, we de ne our generic min-con ict based micro-genetic
algorithm, and explain two heuristic improvements operators that we can add
to this algorithm: look-forward and population-based learning. In Section 4 we
discuss and analyse experimental results on a number of di erent hard CSPs,
comparing Dozier et al s micro-genetic algorithm and EGENET, both implemented as speci c instances of our generic algorithm, versus the generic algorithm
improved with di erent combinations of our proposed heuristic operators. Finally, we give some concluding remarks and suggest some possible future work
in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Evolutionary algorithms
EA(PZ; MZ; fitness())
initialize a Population of PZ chromosomes
repeat

select the best MZ chromosomes 2 Population according to fitness()
Population := ;
repeat

apply genetic operators to produce fo springg

Population := Population [ fo springg
until (sizeof (Population) = PZ )
until (Population is converged or resource limit is exceeded)
Figure 1: The convergence procedure of a generic evolutionary algortihm
Figure 1 shows the pseudo-code of a basic evolutionary algorithm. Given the
population size PZ , the size MZ of the mating pool and the evaluation function
fitness(), the evolutionary algorithm sets up an initial population accordingly.
In each generation, the best MZ chromosomes, according to fitness(), are
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selected from the current Population to construct the mating pool in which
some genetic operators such as mutation or crossover are applied to produce
o spring to form the next generation. This \selection-and-reproduction" process is repeated until all the chromosomes have converged to the same local
minima, or some predetermined resource limit is exceeded. A resource limit is
usually de ned in terms of CPU time or the maximum number of generations
allowed. The result of the algorithm is the best solution found at the end of the
computation.
Typical genetic operators are: mutation, where in a single chromosome a
randomly selected gene is altered in some way; or crossover, where two genes
are selected as parents that generate children by combining genetic information
from the parents.
In order to tackle a CSP with an evolutionary algorithm, it is encoded in
the following way. The value of each variable Xi in the CSP is represented by a
gene in the evolutionary algorithm which is an element of Di . Each chromosome
is a sequence of genes corresponding to a valuation for all the variables. If
Z = fX1; : : : ; Xn g, then a chromosome d1 d2    dn , di 2 Di represents the
valuation (X1 = d1 ; : : : ; Xn = dn )
A solution to a CSP is a valuation which violates no constraint, so we can
translate a CSP into the problem of minimizing the number of constraint violations. The tness function required for this problem is de ned by modelling
constraints ci as (satis ability) functions Ui where



0 if x is a solution of ci
1 otherwise
and de ning the tness function as

Ui (x) =

violations(x) =

m
X
i=1

Ui (x)

where m is the number of constraints. The minimization problem is then
min violations(x)

x Dn
2

Dn = D1  : : :  Dn is the Cartesian product of the ( nite) domains for all the
n variables.
Clearly for this form of problem, if we ever nd a valuation z such that
violations(z ) = 0 we can terminate the evolutionary algorithm since we know
it is a solution representing a global minimum.

2.2 EGENET

Lee and Won [8] proposed EGENET, an extension of GENET to handle arbitrary (non-binary) constraints. EGENET is, like GENET, a min con ict search
with heuristic learning, but it di ers from GENET in the representation of constraints and the learning rules. In fact it is now increasingly clear (see [4]) that
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both GENET and EGENET are discrete Lagrangian multiplier methods [17].
In EGENET there are two types of nodes: variable nodes and constraint nodes .
Each variable Xi in a CSP is represented by a variable node with its associated domain. The state of a variable node Xi is de ned to be its current value
assignment (Xi = vi ).
Each constraint node denotes a constraint c in the CSP. Let vars(c) be the
set of variables occurring in constraint c. A constraint node c is connected to a
variable node Xi if the variable Xi 2 vars(c).
A constraint c, where vars(c) = fXi1 ; : : : ; Xik g, is considered as a mapping
from valuations of the form (Xi1 = vi1 ; : : : ; Xik = vik ) to non-negative numbers
(penalty values)2 . If the constraint c holds for (Xi1 = vi1 ; : : : ; Xik = vik ) then
c(Xi1 = vi1 ; : : : ; Xik = vik ) = 0. Otherwise, if the constraint c does not hold for
the valuation (Xi1 = vi1 ; : : : ; Xik = vik ), then c(Xi1 = vi1 ; : : : ; Xik = vik ) > 0.
We can naturally extend the notion of constraints as mapping to any valuation
x which gives values to all the variables fXi1 ; : : : ; Xik g and possibly others. For
the remainder of the paper we shall only consider valuations x which give values
to all the variables in the CSP. The constraint c maps valuations to a penalty
value, which is 0 if the constraint is satis ed by the valuation, and otherwise
some positive number. Note the di erence from the satis ability functions Ui
above which only return 0 if satis ed or 1 if unsatis ed.
EGENET also acts as a constraint violation minimization approach, but the
function that is minimized is more complicated. The penalty function penalises
each constraint by some measure of the degree it is violated, and uses a changing
penalty multiplier. For example, the penalty value for an inequality e > 0 (where
e is some arithmetic expression) under valuation  may be de ned as: 0 if e's
value under , (e) is greater than 0, and p(1 ? (e)) otherwise, where p is a
(positive) penalty multiplier. The penalty value for a conjunction of constraints
is de ned as the sum of the penalties for each constraint. The de nition of the
penalty function is thus

penalty(x) = mi=1 pi ci (x)
where pi is the penalty multiplier for the ith constraint.
Figure 2 shows the constraint network and the EGENET network of a binary
CSP with three variables X , Y and Z each with domain f1; 2; 3; 4g, and a set
of constraints fX > 1; X < Y; X 6= Z; Y < Z g. The variables X; Y and Z are
represented by variable nodes. Each variable nodes is initially set to a random
element of the domain of the variable. The current valuation (X = 1; Y =
2; Z = 3) can be read from these nodes.
The rst constraint node X > 1 is connected to the variable node X . The
binary constraint X < Y is represented by the second constraint node, and is
connected to variable nodes X and Y . Each constraint node shows the penalty
value of the corresponding constraint for the current variable assignment. For
2 We use positive penalties instead of the negative penalties used in the original EGENET
model.
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instance, the penalty value of the unary constraint X > 1 for the current variable assignment of (X = 1) is +1. Assuming the penalty multipliers for the
constraints are f2; 1; 3; 1g respectively, the

penalty(X = 1; Y = 2; Z = 3) = 2  1 + 1  0 + 3  0 + 1  0 = 2

f1,2,3,4g
X

X <Y

X>1

X 6= Z

Y Y <Z Z
f1,2,3,4g
f1,2,3,4g
(a) The constraint network of a CSP

X > 1 X < Y Y < Z X 6= Z
1

0

1
2
X
Y
: variable node

0

0
3
Z
: constraint node

(b) The E-GENET network of the CSP

Figure 2: The constraint network and EGENET network of an example CSP.
Each value v in the domain Di of the variable Xi has an input value de ned
as the sum of penalty values of all the constraint nodes involving variable Xi
when Xi = v. A positive input indicates the value v is involved in the violation of
certain constraints. When the sum of inputs for the current variable assignments
is zero, the network state represents a solution.
EGENET executes a network convergence procedure as follows. Given a
current valuation x of the form (X1 = v1 ; : : : ; Xn = vn ) and some variable Xi
the input value is calculated for each valuation obtained by setting Xi = v for
each v 2 Di . The value v with minimum input is the new state for Xi . In the
case of ties, if the old state vi has minimum input then it remains the state of
the node, otherwise one of values with minimum input is chosen randomly.
For example, updating X in the state illustrated in Figure 2, given the
penalty multipliers de ne above f2; 1; 3; 1g, evaluates the penalty function for
each of the possible values for X . When X = 1, the input (penalty) is 2, when
X = 2 the penalty is 1, when X = 3 the penalty is 3, and when X = 4 the
penalty is 3. Hence X = 2 is the minimum penalty value which will be the new
value chosen for X .
The convergence procedure of EGENET is shown in Figure 3. The heuristic
learning rule in EGENET is left unspeci ed intentionally since application of
domain knowledge can help to design good learning rules for speci c problems.
For example, one heuristic rule is to increase the penalty multiplier of a violated
constraint by 1 each time the learning rule is invoked.
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repeat

update all variable nodes in parallel asynchronously until no repair occurs
(sum of inputs for the network state is zero)
terminate with success

if

else

activate heuristic learning
is exceeded)

until (resource limit

Figure 3: The convergence procedure of EGENET

3 A generic micro-genetic algorithm for solving
CSPs
This section begins by exploring the kinds of mutation operators which are likely
to help in solving CSPs, and then examining the idea of pivot gene. We then
de ne our generic micro-genetic algorithm making use of these concepts. To
improve the algorithm further we propose a look-forward algorithm which is an
intelligent search strategy to \explore" more opportunistic improvements, and
a learning mechanism to help escape local minima and avoid re-exploring search
space that has already been explored.

3.1 Genetic operators for solving CSPs

The most important form of genetic operator for tackling CSPs in evolutionary
algorithms appears to be mutation operators. Most crossover operators are not
very appropriate for generic CSP problems because they rely on a locality of
information which is not usually present in the chromosomal representation of
a valuation for a generic CSP. Hence single-point or double-point crossovers
are not likely to be successful. Rojas [13] noted this problem, and added a
permutation operation to her genetic approach to solving CSPs, speci cally to
modify the order in the chromosomal representation of a valuation. Because the
complex interdependence of gene values in typical CSPs multi-point crossover
also tend to destroy too much information to be useful in tackling CSPs.3
In contrast, a number of mutation operators are worth considering. The
simplest is simply a single point mutation (single pt mutate). A child chromosome is obtained by replacing a selected gene in the parent by a random value
from the domain of the corresponding variable. Given the diculty in solving CSPs, it is usually disadvantageous to lose hard won information during
a search, hence single pt mutate can be weak because the child chromosome
may be signi cantly worse than its parent. Hence another possibility is descent single pt mutate where single pt mutate is rst applied, but if the tness
3 We made a number of experiments using crossover operators but they were uniformly
unsuccessful in improving our micro-genetic algorithm.
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of the parent is better than the child, then the child is replaced by a clone of
the parent. The descent single pt mutate is a form of probabilistic descent operation, which has been used successfully in other local search methods such as
IDM [12]. Pseudo-code for single pt mutate and descent single pt mutate is given
in Figure 4. The arguments are x the parent chromosome to be mutated, i the
number of the gene selected for mutation, and D the domain for that gene. The
functions return the child chromosome. The function random selects a random
element from a set. We assume a chromosome is represented by an array of
genes. Note that the descent single pt mutate function intentionally assigns a
new value to a gene even when the tness value of the new value is the same as
that of the previously assigned value (as opposed to min con ict mutate below)
in order to explore other parts of the search space.
single pt mutate(x; i; D)
x[i] := random(D)
return

x

descent single pt mutate(x; i; D)
z := single pt mutate(x; i; D)
if (fitness(z )  fitness(x)) then
return z
else return x

Figure 4: Pseudo-code for the single point mutations.
The min-con ict heuristic can be considered as a single point mutation operator since it changes the value of a single variable (gene). The di erence
is that it considers all possible values for that gene and selects one of the
most t. Figure 5 gives the pseudo-code for the min-con ict mutation function, min con ict mutate. The function min con ict mutate is basically the same
as the variable updating function applied to every variable in an EGENET convergence cycle. Here, we will only apply it to a single gene in each iteration.
Given a chromosome x and gene i it generates all the chromosomes x that result
from modifying x so that the ith gene takes every possible value v in its domain
D. The set ties is the subset of D with best tness (least violations). When
the old value of the ith gene is not bettered by any other value, then it is the
result of the mutation is no change (thus the operation is stable). Otherwise a
random element of ties is used in the resulting chromosome. Stability has been
shown to be advantageous [3] when using the min-con ict heuristic.
0

3.2 Pivot gene selection

We could apply the above mutation operations to a randomly selected gene, or
a set of randomly selected genes. But because of the dicult nature of CSPs it
9

min con ict mutate(x; i; D)
old value := x[i]
min fit := fitness(x)
ties := fold valueg

v 2 D ? fold valueg
x[i] := v
curr fit := fitness(x)
if (curr fit < min fit) then
min fit := curr fit
ties := fvg

foreach

else
if (ties 6= fold

valueg ^ curr fit = min fit) then
ties := ties [ fvg

endif
endif
endforeach

x[i] := random(ties)
x

return

Figure 5: Pseudo-code for the min-con ict mutation function.
is worth concentrating on the genes that are causing constraint violations. We
can count the number of constraint violations in a chromosome x involving the
variable X as
viol(X; x) = fUi (x) j 1  i  m; X 2 vars(ci )g
Examining the genes that are involved in the most constraint violations is a
simple approach, but clearly we may also have to consider other genes, even
those not involved in any current constraint violations to increase the likelihood
of nding a solution (otherwise we may not explore enough of the search space).
In this section we consider mechanisms for selecting the gene to mutate, the
pivot gene.
Dozier et al. [6] proposed a heuristic inheritance mechanism for determining the pivot gene in their approach to solving CSPs through a micro-genetic
algorithm. Each gene (variable) in a chromosome has an attached hereditary
value (h-value). The heuristic inheritance mechanism uses a pivoting scheme as
follows. The pivoting scheme always choose the gene with the largest sum of
constraint violations and h-value as the pivot gene. Initially, all the h-values are
set to 0. In subsequent generations, the hereditary value is updated as follows:
if the child created from parent chromosome has a better tness value than its
parent, then it inherits the same h-value as its parents. Otherwise the h-value
of the child is one less than that of the parent. This approach means that while
a pivot gene is successful in minimization then it will continue being used. But
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when it no longer improves tness, eventually the negative h-value will lead to
other genes being used as pivots. After some number of generations (called the
heuristic reset rate) all the h-values of all the genes are reset to 0. This is required otherwise the h-values dominate the constraint violations in the selection
process.
We consider two simpler pivot selection mechanisms. As in the proposal of
Dozier et al the selection is based on the number of constraint violations and a
hereditary value (h-value) for each gene. The rst selection function usage-select
is based on the usage of each gene as a pivot gene in the previous generations.
When a gene is used as a pivot gene, its h-value will be set to 1. In each
generation, usage-select only consider the unused genes (with h-value = 0) and
chooses the one with the largest number of constraint violations. When there is
a tie between the unused genes, the ties are broken randomly. Eventually every
gene has been used as a pivot gene and all h-values are reset to 0. The second
selection mechanism update select is based on the e ects of reassigning values to
the genes. It only considers the genes (variables) possibly a ected by updates
of other genes in previous generations. The function update select selects the
gene with h-value equal to 0 and the maximum number of constraint violations.
As in the previous mechanism, ties are broken randomly. Whenever a gene is
updated, its h-value is set to 1, and each other gene which occurs in a constraint
with the updated gene has its h-value reset to 0. Hence it will be reconsidered
as a pivot gene.

3.3 A micro-genetic algorithm based on min-con ict

We can now de ne a generic micro-genetic algorithm for tackling CSPs using the
above mutation and selection operators. The function MCHMGA takes as input
a CSP hZ; D; C i, a tness function, fitness, together with a population size
PZ and maximum number MAX GENS of generations allowed for nding
a solution to the CSP. The function returns a triple of the best tness value
best fit, the resulting population P with PZ chromosomes and the number
ngens of generations used. Whenever MCHMGA returns the best fit equal to
zero, there are no constraint violations and hence, there is, at least, one solution
existing in the population P . Otherwise if it returns a positive value for best fit,
the evolutionary algorithm has failed to nd a solution.
MCHMGA is an instance of EA where only mutation operators are used.
Initially, all the chromosomes in the population P of the evolutionary algorithm
MCHMGA are assigned values randomly, and their initial h-values are set to
zero by initialize h-values. Then, each chromosome x is treated in turn. It is
evaluated according to the tness function fitness. If the tness is zero, then
a solution has been found and the algorithm returns the current population.
Otherwise, the function select pivot selects an important variable (the pivot
gene) for the chromosome, to which to apply the min-con ict based mutation
min con ict mutate, as well as updating the related h-values. All other variables
are rst possibly updated using the mutation function descent single pt mutate.
The procedure iterates until a solution is found, or the number ngens of gener11

MCHMGA( hZ; D; C i; fitness; PZ; MAX GENS )
Initialize a population P of PZ chromosomes by random variable assignments;
ngens := 0
best fit := fitness(random(P ))
foreach chromosome cs 2 P /* set all the h-values to 0 */
initialize h-values(cs)
endforeach
while (ngens < MAX

P := ;
0

GENS )

foreach chromosome cs 2 P
if (fitness(cs) < best fit) then

best fit := fitness(cs)

endif
if (best fit = 0) then
return h0; P; ngensi /* solution found
endif

*/

i := select pivot(cs)
foreach 1  j  n where j 6= i
cs := single pt mutate(cs; j; Dj )

endforeach

cs := min con ict mutate(cs; i; Di )
P := P [ fcsg
0

0

endforeach

P := P
ngens := ngens + 1
0

endwhile
return hbest

fit; P; MAX GENS i; /* returns sub-optimal solution */

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for the generic min-con ict based micro-genetic algorithm
ations used exceeds the predetermined limit MAX GENS .
Unlike most evolutionary algorithms MCHMGA does not ever rank the population or apply crossover operations to create children from two or more parents. Instead each chromosome is modi ed to create its successor. The descending nature of our basic mutation operators, min con ict mutate and descent single pt mutate, automatically ensures that a (single) o spring will always
have no worse tness value than its parent. In this way, our evolutionary algorithm MCHMGA can be considered as using a special selection mechanism
which allows only o spring with no worse tness than their parents to enter
into the population. Otherwise, the selection function just replicates the parent
into the population. When the best tness value of the population in MCHMGA
remains the same for consecutive evaluations, it is more likely that the \ ttest"
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chromosome(s) in the population represents some local minima.

3.4 Look-forward search

Clearly since the min-con ict search is descending the MCHMGA algorithm can
be trapped in local minima. Hence, we consider examining a wider set of neighbouring points in order to avoid the local minima. We call this looking a step
forward because it examines the possible improvements we could obtain if we
chose another value for the pivot gene and then mutated other variables further. When another value could lead to a globally better chromosome if other
genes were also modi ed then this chromosome is the result of look-forward.
This, in e ect, wider local search can escape local minima that would trap
the min-con ict based search because it looks further away from the current
chromosome.

look forward(x; i; D)
candidates := ties ? fx[i]g
if (candidates = ;) then
candidates := set of values v 2 D which give
second best tness value when x[i] = v
endif

best chrom := x
best fit := fitness(x)
foreach u 2 candidates
x[i] := u
foreach 1  j  n where j 6= i
x := single pt mutate(x; j; Dj );
endforeach

new fit := fitness(x);
(new fit  best fit) then
best fit := new fit;
best chrom := x;

if

endif
endforeach

x := best chrom;
return x
Figure 7: Pseudo-code for the look-forward algorithm.
Figure 7 shows the pseudo-code for the look-forward algorithm look forward
which applies to each chromosome in the population individually. The look forward
algorithm is inserted in MCHMGA directly after the call to min con ict mutate It
examines the set ties built in min con ict mutate. If the set is a singleton, that
is there is only one value for the pivot gene with best tness, it sets candidates
13

to all the values for the ith gene with second best tness. Otherwise candidates
is set to ties with the current value of the ith gene removed.
For each element in candidates a small local search is performed to see
if it can lead to a better solution. Starting from a candidate, for each gene
other than the pivot gene a descent single pt mutate operation is applied. If a
new chromosome is generated with an equal or better tness than the result
after min con ict mutate then it is the value returned. Looking forward in this
manner is feasible because the mutation operator single pt mutate is computationally cheap. Also the set candidates tends to be small. It can destroy the
stability property of min con ict mutate, but this may be required to escape a
local minima.
We also use a a simpli ed version of the look-forward algorithm (denoted
lazy look forward) which is only invoked when the best tness value of the pivot
gene is already zero (violating no constraint) and there are alternative values
collected in the array ties for further consideration. This means there is no
broader search of the neighbourhood except for genes and values which already
satisfy all constraints. It is at this point where sideways moves can be most
valuable.

3.5 Heuristic learning
popu learn(P )
foreach 1  i  m
violated := false;

foreach cs 2 P
if (ci (cs) > 0) then

violated := true;

endif
endforeach
if (violated = true) then

pi := pi + 1

endif
endforeach
return

Figure 8: Pseudo-code for the population-based learning.
We generalize the EGENET learning mechanism as population-based learning to improve the evolutionary search. Figure 8 shows the pseudo-code for
the population-based learning method (popu learn). It assumes that the tness
function being used is the penalty function de ned in the previous section.
The basic idea is that when the search becomes trapped at a local minimum
the violated constraints at this minimum are penalized more. This changes the
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landscape of tness values and pushes search away from the local minimum. In
MCHMGA learning is based on the whole population instead of the individual
candidate solution. Initially, the penalty values for all constraints are set to
1. Whenever the whole population cannot be further improved by the local
improvement operators, that is all are staying at some local minima (equilibrium
point), the function popu learn is invoked to check each constraint c against the
current variable assignments in the chromosomes of the whole population. If
any of these variable assignments violates the constraint c then the penalty value
for c is increased by 1. The popu learn function is inserted in MCHMGA at the
end of each generation, immediately before the statement P := P as follows:
if (P = P ) then popu learn
When the population size PZ equals 1 in MCHMGA, the function popu learn
is the same as the heuristic learning method used in GENET and EGENET
(assuming a simple incrementing of the penalty multipliers). Hence, EGENET
can be regarded as a speci c instance of our generic MCHMGA with PZ = 1 and
improved with popu learn, where single pt mutate is not used and pivot genes
are selected by usage-select. Note that population based learning provides the
only communication between chromosomes, and is what makes our approach
more than simply a parallel search.
0

0

4 Experimental Results
To demonstrate the eciency of our approach, we built a prototype implementation with GCC version 2:7:2 on Digital Unix version 3:2F. We compare
EGENET implemented as a variation of MCHMGA (so that variation in coding
is minimized) against di erent versions of MCHMGA on a number of CSPs. We
allows generations times population size to reach at most 1,000,000 for each
algorithm, after which we terminate the execution with failure. EGENET executes with a population size PZ = 1 (and hence 1,000,000 generations), while
for the other algorithms PZ = 6 (the same population size as that used in [6]).
Benchmarks were executed on a DEC AlphaServer 8400 running at 300Mhz.
The reported CPU time is measured in seconds. All the data are averages over
10 runs.
We consider two di erent versions of EGENET, with a xed order of selecting
pivot genes (EGENET-FIX) and with a random order of selecting pivot genes
(EGENET-RND). The versions of MCHMGA we consider are those improved
with the just the population-based learning method (PL), or population-based
learning method and look forward (PL+LF) or lazy look forward (PL+LLF). The
benchmarks we consider are N -queens, a standard benchmark from the literature and a set of hard graph-colouring problems and a hard job-shop scheduling
problems. All the benchmarks are executed using the update select pivoting
strategy, because it uniformly improved upon usage select. We also tried incorporating a number of versions of multiple-point crossover operator into our
generic MGA. But they all failed to solve any CSPs in our benchmarks.
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N EGENET-FIX/RND

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

0.110s/0.050s
1.020s/0.960s
1.740s/0.990s
1.380s/0.910s
1.210s/1.230s
0.910s/1.050s
0.800s/0.970s
1.240s/1.860s
1.210s/1.530s

PL PL + LF PL + LLF
0.120s 0.364s
0.064s
1.790s 3.090s
1.150s
14.3s
4.500s
1.010s
35.6s
6.560s
0.930s
79.2s
4.490s
1.280s
219.6s 4.540s
1.040s
378.4s 4.570s
1.300s
768.8s 3.800s
1.020s
921.1s 7.490s
0.920s

Table 1: Results for the N -Queens problems

We also implemented the two di erent micro-genetic algorithms de ned in
[6]. Unfortunately we could not recreate the results reported in [6]. Although
we have carefully constructed our versions of their algorithms using all the
information given in the paper, it appears that some signi cant di erence must
have remained. Our implementations of these algorithms were unable to solve
any of the hard example of CSPs we consider, and were substantially slower on
all the N -Queens examples.

4.1 N -Queens Problems

The N -Queens problem is the problem of placing N queens on an N  N chessboard so that no queen can take another. A queen attacks another queen when
both of them are placed on the same row, column or diagonal. The N -Queens
problem is a standard benchmark used by many researchers to determine the
e ectiveness of a search algorithm.
Table 1 shows the timings of all the di erent algorithms on the N -Queens
problems where N varies from 10 to 90. The EGENET solvers and the versions of MCHMGA except (PL) have comparably good performance, showing
the eciency of min-con ict based variable updating together with heuristic
learning in solving these CSPs. Clearly population based learning alone is not
ecient in solving these problems. MCHMGA using population-based learning
and look-forward is, on the average, about 3 to 7 times slower that those of
the EGENET solvers, presumably because the look-forward algorithm directs
the search to some unpromising branches of the search tree. In contrast, the
lazy-look-forward algorithm improved the search of MCHMGA in solving these
N -Queens problems. The PL + LLF solver always obtained the timings close
to, and in some cases better than, those of the EGENET solvers.

4.2 Hard Graph Colouring Problems

The following hard graph colouring problems on which we compared the di erent
algorithms are obtained from [5]. These problems have been shown to defeat
many algorithmic complete search methods.
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Nodes Colours EGENET-FIX/RND PL PL + LF PL + LLF
125
18
7628s/9209s
3397s
7572s
1638s
125
17
47.63hr/137.9hr
failed
failed
37.39hr

Table 2: Results on a set of hard graph colouring problems

Table 2 shows the average timings required for each of our tested MGAs
to solve these problems. The version of MCHMGA improved with popu learn
and lazy look forward performs the best among algorithms since the lazy lookforward algorithm is invoked less frequently than the full look-forward algorithm.
EGENET-FIX betters EGENET-RND on these problems with some particular
xed ordering of variables for updating. PL and PL+LF both failed to nd a
solution (before exhausting the generation limit) in the harder case. This indicates again that population based learning alone may not be enough to compete
with EGENET, and that their is a disadvantage of the frequent invocations of
the full look-forward algorithm in MCHMGA. It appears the wider local search
leads to some exploration of some unpromising parts of the search space for
certain hard instances of CSPs, so that it is fact overall a disadvantage to use
it.

4.3 Hard Job-shop Scheduling Problems

The benchmark problems are taken from a set of job-shop scheduling problems [15] from Carnegie Mellon University. These problems have been widely
used for comparison of the performance of di erent schedulers. The goal for
each problem is to ful l all operations with a given time bound.
Table 3 shows the timings required for the di erent algorithms to solve these
hard problems. For each case, the problem size (m  n) is shown, where m
denotes the number of jobs in each problem and n stands for the number of
tasks contained in each job. For all the problems, EGENET-RND spends about
1
4 of the time required by EGENET-FIX showing the importance of pivot gene
selection on the performance of EGENET computation.
For these problems we considered an additional operation, bounds propagation (see e.g. [11]). Bounds propagation removes values from the domains of
variables which are not bounds consistent. It is applied before the various algorithms are applied to the problem. The reduced domains of variables reduces
the search space. The earlier benchmarks are bounds consistent (and indeed arc
consistent) and hence the preprocessing step would not alter them in any way.
Table 4 shows the time required by the di erent algorithms when bounds
propagation is used to reduce the problems. The bounds propagation technique improved the performance of all the algorithms, since for these problems
it can prune the search space by a signi cant amount. When applied to the
EGENET solvers, the bounds propagation technique achieved a more signi cant improvement compared to the MCHMGA algorithm. Presumably this is
because EGENET is more sensitive to the domain sizes of the variable since it
only ever uses the min con ict mutate operation which examines every possible
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Problem
EGENET-FIX/RND PL PL + LF PL + LLF
sched la03 (10x5)
114.3s/13.29s
1.980s 1.850s
1.340s
sched la04 (10x5)
241.5s/10.90s
1.810s 1.620s
1.270s
sched ft10 (10x10)
28139s/7292s
155.5s 191.0s
127.4s
sched la16 (10x10)
21981s/4254s
121.7s 131.0s
104.7s

Table 3: Results on a set of hard job-shop scheduling problems
Problem
EGENET-FIX/RND PL PL + LF PL + LLF
sched la03 (10x5)
6.633s/9.300s
1.520s 1.370s
0.890s
sched la04 (10x5)
13.47s/6.480s
1.350s 1.380s
0.930s
sched ft10 (10x10)
18101s/2879s
109.7s 126.3s
112.6s
sched la16 (10x10)
16027.2s/2380s
69.18s 70.76s
70.36s

Table 4: Results on a set of hard job-shop scheduling problems with bounds
propagation preprocessing
value for a variable. MCHMGA relies more on the descent single pt mutate operator which only picks one random value for a variable at a time. Thus, it
is less sensitive to the domain sizes of the variables. The comparison without
using any look forward shows that full look forward does not seem to be very
bene cial, while lazy look forward can de nitely be worthwhile. For the bounds
propagated examples, lazy look forward does not provide as much bene t as in
the original problems.
The versions of MCHMGA perform 10 to 100 times faster than the EGENET
solvers showing the advantages of applying the population-based learning and
look-forward algorithm on these hard CSPs. The MCHMGA improved with the
population-based learning, lazy look-forward algorithm and bounds propagation technique performs the best among the improved MGAs demonstrating
the eciency of this combination on solving hard CSPs. This can be explained
by the fact that whenever the pivot gene satis es the constraints locally, the
lazy look-forward algorithm can actively and carefully look into the other possible values for the pivot gene before invoking the generalized population-based
learning mechanism to avoid the current local minima in the future search.

5 Concluding Remarks
CSPs can be solved by numerous approaches. Local search methods such as
arti cial neural networks [1, 8], evolutionary algorithms [2] or simulated annealing [5] have been successfully applied to such problems. Other local search
approaches can be applied by transforming the CSP into a SAT problem which
can then solved by a satis ability algorithms such as GSAT [16] or DLM [17].
In this paper we focus on the use of evolutionary algorithms to solve CSPs.
Most conventional evolutionary algorithms, in general, perform \random
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walk" by genetic operators such as mutation or crossover, and depend on a
selection function to guide the intrinsically parallel search of the di erent chromosomes in the population. However, in many moderately or highly constrained
CSPs, this approach can be inecient. To solve CSPs more eciently with
an evolutionary algorithm, we propose the integration into a micro-genetic algorithm of the min-con ict heuristic together with a learning mechanism to
avoid earlier explored local minima. In this approach the search is mainly
guided by the heuristic operators themselves instead of the selection function.
In the other word, the heuristic operators are integrated more deeply into the
evolutionary algorithms.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our search framework, we de ne a generic micro-genetic algorithm using a min-con ict mutation operator to improve
the tness values of the chromosomes in the population. We improved this algorithm with two novel heuristics: population-based learning and a look-forward
algorithm. The resulting algorithm is able to solve moderately to highly constrained CSPs more eciently.
There are several directions for further investigation. First, the applications
of our algorithm on more real-life CSPs should be interesting. There are other
variations and heuristics that may be advantageous to add to the micro-genetic
algorithm. Stuckey and Tam [18] proposed lazy consistency as the most suitable
technique for the local search methods to prune the search space, and showed
how it could be used to improve the EGENET solver. Hence, the integration of
lazy consistency in our generic algorithm is also interesting. Lastly, it would be
interesting to study how to apply our algorithm in solving constrained optimization problems.
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